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Nadir, a DJ and events  organizer, explains  the allure of Paris  in a new short film from Dolce & Gabbana. Image credit: Dolce & Gabbana

 
By KAT IE T AMOLA

Italian fashion house Dolce & Gabbana is celebrating the city of Paris and its inhabitants in a short film
commemorating its new boutique.

In #DGParisiens, viewers meet six people who discuss the beauty of Paris, their favorite spots in the city and why
they choose to live in the city of lights. The stunning vignette dedicates six chapters to six disparate Paris residents,
showing the beauty and belonging felt in the city, culminating in footage of the fashion house's new boutique.

"I think it is  always effective to take the brand and juxtapose it with someone who is not with the brand per se," said
Kimmie Smith, cofounder and creative director of Athleisure Mag, New York.

"Meeting [and showcasing] a choreographer, DJ, cheesemaker, model, fashion show producer, architect, et cetera
allows them to talk about why they came to Paris, what they do there for fun and professionally as well as how Dolce
& Gabbana is worn by them from apparel to accessories," she said. "Paris is such a character that also illustrates
how its iconic vibe is very personalized depending on who walks down its streets and what it's  doing.

"I like that there are a number of pieces that are worn that get an entirely new life as worn by those that are sharing
their stories."

54 Avenue Montaigne 
The short film opens with the first chapter dedicated to a DJ and events organizer named Nadir. Sporting a black
ensemble with errant pearls, some with the letters "D" and "G" attached, hanging on his suit jacket, Nadir discusses
what he likes about living and working in Paris.

He reveres the freedom the city offers him, and recommends that first-time visitors walk around the Marais, Saint-
Germain, Pigalle, see the Eiffel Tower and take a stroll down the Champs-lyses.

Paris is a world of expression, challenge and creativity

For Nadir, and so many other Parisians, the city is a calling.
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"I didn't choose to live in Paris, it was Paris that chose me," he says.

In the second chapter, viewers meet Sandra, a choreographer. Walking through the streets in an electric pear of red
pants, a bedazzled red Dolce & Gabbana belt and a black jacket with a gold zipper cut through the middle, the
choreographer discusses how Paris has helped teach her new skills.

She then shares her fondest memory in Paris: dancing in Bercy. She shares some recommendations for first-time
visitors, and then poses in her outfit, which highlights a small red Dolce & Gabbana handbag.

Sandra believes  Paris  has  taught her new things  and made her better. Image credit: Dolce & Gabbana

"What makes me a true Parisian is my chic style and creativity," she says.

Viewers also meet a model Maxie, cheesemaker Orel, fashion show producer Devi and architect Marco.

They all share what they love about Paris and what they would recommend visitors do and see when they arrive. The
entire vignette, with each Paris resident stylishly sporting Dolce & Gabbana, speaks to the ethos of the brand but also
to the freedom of expression encouraged by both the house and the city.

"I'm passionate about my work, I'm a model because every day I can play a new character," Maxie says.

The film concludes with Marco entering Dolce & Gabbana's new boutique in Paris on Avenue Montaigne. He walks
viewers through the stunning setup, explaining the style and inspiration behind the new space.

"You're reminded of the richness of Parisian architecture," he says.

Dolce & Gabbana's celebration of expression 
It has been a year of artful and expressive campaigns for Dolce & Gabbana, which continues to highlight the brand
ethos of freedom and meaning.

In August, Dolce & Gabbana took to the streets of the Italian city of Naples for the latest iteration of its
#DGRealPeople campaign, highlighting local individuals.

In continuing the "Real People" narrative, which focused on Milan earlier this year, the ensemble included five
young Italians based in Naples, captured through the lens of Neapolitan photographer Carmine Romano. Each has
individual passions, from making food to working in fashion, but all have a shared affinity for the southern city (see
story).

In the same month, Dolce & Gabbana emphasized the importance of craftsmanship in the campaign for its latest
"Alta Moda" collection.

Ahead of the unveiling of the collection on Aug. 29 in Venice, the house released several teasers highlighting the
skilled artisanship required to create the elaborate, high fashion pieces. Other short films showcased the culture of
the iconic Italian city, bringing together Dolce & Gabbana's pillars of heritage and artistry in a new way (see story).

"Dolce & Gabbana is a brand that's about making statements whether it is  bold prints, twists in the construction or
simply the ability to layer it in a number of ways," Ms. Smith said.

"Seeing men and women wearing it from various walks of life lets you see how versatile the brand is and how it
continues to evolve."
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